1. Introduction. Holomorphic functions of one variable with values in a locally convex (Hausdorff topological vector) space (over the field C of complex numbers) have been studied before by A. Grothendieck [11] . However, A. Grothendieck is mainly concerned with the characterisation of the (topological) dual space of the space of holomorphic functions on an open (resp. compact) subset of the Riemann sphere having values in a locally convex space; and so are subsequent authors who generalize his ideas to Riemann surfaces and multicircular domains in several complex variables.
The purpose of our exposition is entirely different. We are concerned with properties of holomorphic functions and spaces of holomorphic functions with values in locally convex spaces which are defined on analytic spaces. We want to extend the basic results of H. Cartan [5] to this more general class of functions and give some applications. Some of these problems have already been considered and solved in the existing literature for the very special case of families of holomorphic functions depending continuously on a parameter t e [ We have to use some results from the theory of locally convex spaces not all of which are easily accessible. We recall some of the proofs (Proposition 3.1 and Lemma 5.1) for convenience.
In the first part of this thesis Theorems A and B of H. Cartan are generalized to analytic sheaves which are coherent over the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions (on a Stein space (X, &)) with values in some Frechet space £. These coherent analytic sheaves are of the form £f e E, where S? is a coherent analytic sheaf on X and if z E is the sheaf defined by the presheaf {H(U, Sf) e £, U cz X open}. The s-product used in the definition is the one defined by L. Schwartz; it is similar to the tensor product in algebra. For £, F locally convex spaces, F ® £ is contained in F sE. We usually assume that one of the spaces, say P, has a certain (nuclearity) property (~V). This is the case for instance if F is taken LUTZ BUNGART [May from the class of spaces 77(X, if) of cross sections of coherent analytic sheaves if over analytic spaces (X, &). If we restrict £ to this class and £ to the class of Frechet spaces, then the E-product is an exact functor. It is this fact which allows us to prove Theorems A and B. Some applications similar to those in the scalar case are given. The more general situation in which E is only required to be a quasi-complete locally convex space is also studied. The second part considers some applications to integral formulas. If (Y, 0r) is a (closed) subvariety of the Stein space (X, &), then the restriction map 77(X, 0)->7/(Y, 0Y) has a continuous linear right inverse B(Y,&Y) ->77(X, 0), where B(Y, 6Y) is the Banach space of bounded functions in 77(Y, dY). A choice of this map/-»-£ can be represented by an integral formula £(z) = $yfdnz, where n is a holomorphic mapping from X into the space of bounded measures on Y. By similar methods a Cauchy integral formula for a bounded subdomain U of an analytic space is obtained; i.e., there is a holomorphic mapping n from U into the space of measures on the distinguished boundary T of U such that /(z) = irfdnz, zeU, for a function / holomorphic on the closure Ü of U. If U is a bounded domain in C" with C00 boundary surface, then n can be chosen to have values in the space of Coe (2n -l)-forms on dU.
The last part of the author's thesis, which is concerned with boundary integral formulas for bounded domains in CB, will be published elsewhere since the methods used are independent of the technics developed in this paper.
Finally let us note that Theorem B and the immediate consequences have been obtained independently by E. Bishop (unpublished) using different methods. (Added in proof: The paper by E. Bishop Analytic functions with values in Frechet spaces has meanwhile appeared in Pacific J. Math. 12 (1962) , 1177-1192.) I would like to thank my supervisor, Professor H.Rossi, for his interest in my research, for his constant encouragement, and for the many helpful suggestions.
2. Notation. The notation and teminology from the theory of topological vector spaces is that of N. Bourbaki [2] . All vector spaces will be vector spaces over the field C of complex numbers. We denote by £' the dual space of a locally convex space £, or space of continuous linear functionals in £; £s (E's) denotes the space £ (£') endowed with the topology of pointwise convergence on £' of (£), the socalled weak topology for £ (E'). For a set B in £, B° is the polar of B,B° = {ye£',| <x,y>| ^ 1 for xeB}. The polar B° c £ of a set B c £' is similarly defined.
The terminology in the theory of analytic spaces is the one employed in [14] . In particular, an analytic space is always supposed to be «r-compact. For the space of (continuous) cross sections of a sheaf if over a topological space X we use the notation 7i(X, if).
3. The 6-product of locally convex spaces. In the following let £, £ be locally convex (Hausdorff topological vector) spaces. We denote by E'c the dual space £' of £ endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on compact discs (or convex circular sets) in £. SC(E'C, F) is the vector space of continuous linear mappings E'c -» F. S£'t(E'c, F) denotes this space endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on the equicontinuous sets of linear functionals in £'.
We are going to recall now some of the theorems in [16] for the convenience of the reader. We have [16, Corollary 2 to Proposition 4] (3.1) <£ t(E'c,F) = Se C(F'C,E), the isomorphism being given by/-»/', where/' denotes the transpose off. Let us recall the proof. Since (E'c)' = £ by Mackey's Theorem [2] , the transpose /' of fe SCB(E'C, F) is a linear map Pc'->-£. Let us show that it is continuous. Choose a closed convex circular neighborhood F of 0 in £.
V°(= {yeE' :\<x,y}\ z% lforxeF})
is an equicontinuous set of linear functionals in £', compact for the weak topology, hence compact in E'c which induces in Vo the same topology as E's. Now/(F°) = K is a compact disc in F. K° is a neighborhood of 0 in Fc' and f'(K°) <= V. Thus /' e yc(F'c, £). By symmetry, the map/->/' defines an isomorphism. Let us show that this isomorphism is continuous. Suppose / tends to 0 in .i?\(E¡., F). Let Vo be an equicontinuous set of linear functionals in F' (Va closed convex circular neighborhood of 0 in F), and W a closed convex circular neighborhood of Oin £. By assumption, / maps W° finally into V, hence/' maps Vo finally into W, i.e.,/' converges to 0 in Sfe(F'c, £). Thus (3.1) follows by symmetry.
L. Schwartz [16] defines £ £ F in a symmetric way (which allows a simple proof of the associativity of this product) and then proves [16, Corollary 2 to Proposition 4]
the last isomorphism being given by/->/', where /' denotes the transpose of/. For our purposes, however, it suffices to take (3.2) as definition of the e-product of two locally convex spaces £ and P. Now suppose F is a subspace of £. Then F'c = E'c/F°; this can be seen as follows. Mackey's Theorem [2, Chapter 4, §2, No. 3] implies that the dual of F'c as well as that of E'C¡F° is P. The equicontinuous sets in F as a dual of F'c are those contained in compact discs in P, and as a dual of E'c / P° they are those contained in compact discs in £, i.e., the same. Thus E'c ¡F° = F'c. If Ey, F y are subspaces of £ resp. F, then Ey sFy is a subspace of EzF as follows easily from the definition since the equicontinuous sets in E[ = £'/ £? are exactly the images of the equicontinuous sets in £'.
Recall that if £ and F are complete then so is £ e F. For if % is a Cauchy system in SCe(E'c, F), then °U converges uniformly on equicontinuous sets in £' to a linear map f :E'C-* F (completeness of £). / is continuous on equicontinuous sets in E'c. Let °U' be the image of <% in if^F'c, E) under the canonical isomorphism, f/' converges uniformly on equicontinuous sets in £' to a linear map /': Ec'-> £. Considered as systems of bilinear functionals on £' x £', <% = <%' converges pointwise, hence/ = /' as bilinear functionals on £' x £', i.e.,/' is the transposed off. It suffices now to prove continuity off. Let F be a closed convex circular neighborhood of 0 in E. Vo is equicontinuous and compact in E'c. Since / is continuous on V°,f(V°) = 7C is a compact disc, and/'(7C°) a V. Thus if £ and £ are Frechet spaces, then so is E s F; for E 6 £ is complete and has a countable base of neighborhoods of 0 since £' has a countable base of equicontinuous sets Vo (Fin a countable base of neighborhoods of 0 in E).
A locally convex space £ is quasi-complete if the closed bounded sets in £ are complete. For instance, if £ is a Frechet space then E's is quasi-complete since the bounded sets in E's are equicontinuous and hence relatively compact in the weak topology. One important feature of quasi-complete locally convex spaces is that the closed convex circular hull of a compact set is compact; for it is easily shown to be totally bounded, and since closed bounded sets are complete, it must be compact also. In particular, E'c has the topology of uniform convergence on all compact sets in E if E is quasi-complete.
We have for any quasi-complete space E [10, Chapter I, pp. 89-90] :
Proposition 3.1. Suppose X is a locally compact a-compact Hausdorff space. Let ^(X, E) be the space of continuous E-valued functions on X with the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets. There is a canonical isomorphism r€(X, E) = ^(X) c E (V(X) = <€(X, C)).
Proof. Note first that we have a canonical continuous map j : X -* ^(X)'c mapping xeX onto the unit point mass at x (it is continuous since it maps compact sets into equicontinuous sets for which ^(X)'c and (£(X)'S induce the same topology). We define In general, if /(/) = 0 then 0= <i(/), y> = /«/,y», i.e., </, y> = 0 for all y e£'; hence/ = 0. i is also onto; for let fe<€(X, £), then y -* </, y> defines a linear map g: E'c -► <ë(X). g is continuous, for if V = {h e <ë(X): \ h(x) | ^ 1 for x e K], K c X compact, thenf(K) is contained in a compact disc Xt in E, and g(K°x) c V. Obviously, i(g') = f (g' is the transpose of g). i is also a homeomorphism;/' converges to 0 in &£E'C, <£(X)) if and only if </,y> converges to 0 in if(X) uniformly as y stays in an equicontinuous set in £', i.e., if and only if i(f) converges to 0 in <<?(X, E).
4. Digression on holomorphic functions. Let £ be a locally convex space. We denote by H(P"; E) the space of holomorphic £-valued functions (convergent power series with coefficients in £) on a polycylinder P" in C", endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets. We write H(P") instead of H(P"; C). We have Theorem 4.1. Let E be a quasi-complete locally convex space, P" a polycylinder in C. The following are equivalent for an E-valued function f on P":
(1) </>y) IS holomorphic for every yeE';
(2)feH(Pn;E);
(3)/e^e(£;,i/(P")) = r/(P")e£.
Proof. (1) implies (2): This is proven in [11] . A similar argument is carried out in the proof of Corollary 19.3.
(2) implies (3). We know from Proposition 3.1, if(P",£) = &IEC', ^(P")). Clearly, to the subspace H(PB; £) of #(P",£) corresponds the subspace &e(E'c, H(P")) of SCe(E'c, ^(P")) under this isomorphism.
(3) implies (1) is trivial. Corollary 4.2. Suppose E is a quasi-complete locally convex space; then H(P")eE = H(P";E).
Proof. The isomorphism in the algebraic sense is assured by Theorem 4.1, and in the topological sense by Proposition 3.1.
A similar theorem for analytic spaces will be proved later (Theorem 16.1). Let us, however, make the following definition. Definition 4.3. Let(X, G) be an analytic space. We define H(X, &)eEto be the space of holomorphic functions on X with values in the quasi-complete locally convex space E, where we consider H(X, G) with the topology induced by ^(X). GE denotes the sheaf of germs of such functions.
Note that H(X,G)eE is a subspace of c€(X)eE = %(X,E)(Proposition 3.1) under canonical identifications. H(X, G) is a closed subspace of <&(X) ; (for further details the reader is referred to §7). Thus H(X, G) e E is a Frechet space if £ is as we have noted in §3. 5 . Spaces of type (¿V). We say that a locally convex space £ has the inverse limit topology of a system of Hubert spaces if there are a family of Hubert spaces {Hx} and continuous linear maps ua:E -* Hx such that the topology of £ is the weakest locally convex topology which makes all maps ua continuous.
A locally convex space £ is said to be of type (yT) if E'c has the inverse limit topology of a system of Hubert spaces {//"} with the property: [10; 5] . In the terminology of [10; 15] , £ is of type (yF) if and only if E'c is nuclear, which in the case where £ is a Frechet space is equivalent to saying that £ is nuclear.
We may assume that the sets u~1(Wtt), where Wx is the unit ball in 77a, form a base for the neighborhoods of 0 in E'c ; we may replace the family {77a} (respectively {uXXl}) by the family of finite direct sums of spaces 77a (respectively of maps uxai). Also, we may assume that ux(E'c) is dense in 77a; if not, we replace Hx by ux(E'c). The maps uxx¡ are then given by
where px is the orthogonal projection onto ux(E') and * denotes the adjoint. Then £¿ has the inverse limit topology of the {772} and (£ / £)¿ the inverse limit topology oftheíTí^jifwe can show that the topological isomorphisms F'c = E'CIF± and (EI F)'c = F^ cz E'c hold. £ is a Frechet space, so the second isomorphism holds since any compact set in £ / F is the image of a compact set in £. The first isomorphism holds for any locally convex space £ as we have recalled in §3. Proof. We have to show that 77(P") has the property (-Ai). Let a be a continuous function on P" such that | a \ > 0. Define Hx to be the subspace of 77(P") of functions / satisfying f |«/T < oo .
Jp»
Hx is a Hubert space with inner product (/,£)=[ oif-äf.
The unit ball Wx in Hx is a relatively compact set in H(P"), and the set of all Wx (closure in H(P")) is a base for the compact sets in H(P"), every compact set in H(P") is contained in one of the Wx. Hence, if Hx denotes the dual of Hx, and ux : #(P"); -> Hx the transpose of the injection Hx -> H(P"), then H(P*)'C has the inverse limit topology of the system {Hx}. Now consider the linear functional dkeH(Pn)'c, k = (ky, •■-, k") defined by dk(f) =/*(0), where/* denotes the kth derivative off. By Cauchy's formula we have an estimate
where Mf r is the supremum of |/| on the polycylinder of radius r < 1, and M a constant independent off and r. If we restrict/to Wx, we can find a (multiple) sequence rk < 1 tending to 1 and a constant 2Ca such that r^Mf,kz%Kx.
Then r^'d* is bounded in Hx and rkwzk (zk=zki ••• z"*") is bounded in H(P"), hence bounded in some Hß. We may assume Hf zo Hx. Then the natural map Hß'^y Hx can be written
I^'*'zWaV
We can now prove the following theorem which is a special case of a Kiinneth Theorem proved by A. Grothendieck [16] . Proof. We have already remarked that £t e F is a subspace of £2 e F. Exactness in the middle of (5.1) is also immediately verified if we remember that £2 ep =3>C(F'C,E2).
So we have only to check that <?c(F'c,E2)^#e(F'c,E3) [May is onto. Let Un be a fundamental sequence of neighborhoods of 0 in £3 and fe&¿F'e,E3).
The polars (/"'(I/,))0 = K" = {xeF : \ (x,y) | ^ 1 for y ef 1(Un)} are compact in £. Since f is a Frechet space, we can find a sequence r" of positive real numbers such that K = I \rnK" is compact. Let Fbe the neighborhood in £c' defined by K. Then/ : £' -» £3 is continuous if we consider £' with the topology generated by V. Now assume £ is of type (Ar), say F'c has the inverse limit topology of the system {77a} of Hubert spaces, with maps ux:F'c-+ Hx. Suppose also that ux(F'c) is dense in 77a. Then there is an a such that/ : F'c -» £3 splits f'AhAe3.
Since Ua = S A,/, ® ñ¡, £ I X¡ I < oo , {/¡} bounded in £, {h¡} bounded in 77a, we can write
where {g,} is bounded in £3 and the sum converges in Jfe(F'c, E3). Let g(°e£2 map onto g¡. We may assume that {g?} is bounded in £2. Then /°= SVi®rf defines an element of £2 £ £ = i¿\(F'C, E2) which maps onto /. In the construction of the series (5.2) we may exchange the roles of £ and £3; but we have then to lift the/ instead of the g¡. This proves the theorem. One can define topological sheaves in a similar way, requiring only that ^(U) be a locally convex space, but adding (^~3) as an axiom.
The Proof. We may assume that U = X. Let KcH(X,F) be a closed bounded set, and U" czX a sequence of relatively compact sets such that D" <=. U"+1, (J [/" = X. We denote the restriction map H(X,&) -» H(U",F) by r". Since r" is compact, r"(K) is relatively compact in H(U",F). If % is an ultra-filter in K, then r"(%) converges to a point y" e r"(K). Clearly y"+1 maps onto y" under the restriction map H(Un+1,F) -> H(U",F). Since H(X,F) is the inverse limit of the spaces H(Un,^), there is a yeH(X,F) with yn = r"(y). By the definition of the topology, °U -* y e K.
7. Coherent analytic sheaves. For example, let G + 0 be an open subset of C". We denote by Gq the sheaf of ^-tuples of germs of holomorphic functions on G. Gq is a Frechet sheaf since it can be defined by the pre-sheaf {H(P"x)q, x e G, P" cz G a polycylinder with center x}.
In fact, every coherent analytic subsheaf if of Gq is a Frechet sheaf in the induced structure, that is, if we give H(U, if), UczG open, the topology induced by H(U,Gq). This is a consequence of a theorem of H. Cartan [5] on the closure of modules stating that if 951 is a submodule of Gq, xeU, andfk e H(U, Gq) a sequence tending to/e if(C7, G9) such that (fk)x e 9R for each k, thenfx e SR. Moreover, if is of type (if) by the theorem of Montel. Now let £f be any coherent analytic sheaf on an analytic subvariety X of a polycylinder P" in C" and suppose there is an exact sequence (7.1) 0->jr-+fflm-+Sr>-*0
where Gn is now the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions on P", and y is We may assume that this map has norm i% 1, renorming Hßl if necessary. Multiplying X(, e\,f{ by suitable constants, we may assume that {xj) }¡ is bounded by 2~l in H'XI, and E,-1 Aj | S¡ 2"', and {ey)j is bounded in Hßi, say by s¡, s¡ > x¡. Then {e,} is bounded in Hßs, ß = {ßt},s= {s¡\ ; {xj)} is bounded in Hxx and Z,7 | X] | < oo. The map Hßs h* Hxz derived from Hßl -* Hlx. is given by 9 . Values in a locally convex space. Let £ be a locally convex space. We associate to each topological sheaf !F on the second countable topological space A"asheaf.Fe£.
[May Definition 9.1. ¡F eE is the sheaf on X defined by the presheaf {H(U,F)eE, U cXopen}.
In case of a complex manifold (X, 6) and a quasi-complete locally convex space E,& e£ is the sheaf of germs of holomorphic £-valued functions; this follows from Corollary 4.2. &sE is in a natural way a topological sheaf. In the geneial case, F e E is a topological sheaf, too. To prove this we need Proposition 9.2. Let F be a topological sheaf on a second countable topological space X, and E a locally convex space. 
Proof. We give H(U, F eE) the topology of H(V, F) c £ if U is an open set. Axiom (Fx) follows from Proposition 9.2, and axioms (F2) and (F3) follow immediately from the relation H(U,FeE) = if L(E'C,H(V,F)).
Notice that if J5" is a Frechet sheaf and £ a Frechet space, then F e £ is also a Frechet sheaf, since for an open set U c X, 77( U, F) £ £ is a Frechet space as we have seen in §3. 10. Theorem A for a sheaf if e E. In the following let (X, G) be an analytic space and £ a Frechet space. The following lemma establishes the identity of our definition of £-valued holomorphic function with a more intuitive one.
Lemma 10.1. Suppose X is a closed subvariety of a polycylinder P" in C"; then every feH(X, GE) is the restriction to X of a holomorphic E-valued function on P", and conversely. 12. Some applications. We are now able to obtain similar consequences as in the scalar case. Suppose now £ is a commutative Frechet algebra (with identity). Let U be an open subset of the analytic space (X, G). We denote by SfJÎ^ the ring of fractions of the ring H(U, GE) with respect to the multiplicative system S of nonzero divisors in H(U, GE):i.e.Ml is the set of pairs// g,fe H(U, GE) and geS, where two pairs fx I gx and f I g are identified iffx • g =/• g,. {'¡31e, U c X open} is in a natural way a presheaf. Let 9Jl£ be the corresponding sheaf. iïft£ is called the sheaf of germs of £-meromorphic functions. G1 is a subsheaf of 3RE by means of the mapping fx -+(// l)x, x e X. 3>E= 9Ji£ / Gh is the sheaf of germs of (additive) £-divisors.
We have Proposition 12.2 (Cousin 1). Suppose (X, G) is a Stein space; then H(X,WlE)-+H(X,3E) is onto; i.e., every E-divisor is defined by an E-meromorphic function.
Proof. By definition
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use o -> ge -* mE -> 3>E -* 0 is exact. Hence by Theorem B i/(X,50i£) -» H(X,Q>E) -* H\X, GE) = 0 is exact.
Let us now point out briefly the relation between these results and some results in the literature. In [9; 6] Theorem A is proved for the sheaf of germs of holomorphic cross sections of an analytic vector bundle depending continuously on a parameter teK, where K is a compact Hausdorff space, i.e., for a sheaf £f z 'tf(K) where if is a locally free analytic sheaf; that is, a more general theorem is proven (in which the germs are required to be holomorphic only for parameters / in a closed subset K0 of K) from which Theorem A follows (by setting K0 = K).
In [13] a theorem similar to Proposition 12.2 is proven. Let K be a compact Hausdorff space and GK the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions on the analytic space (X, G) which depend continuously on teK, i.e., GK = GE where E=(€(K). Define 9JlK to be the sheaf of germs of continuous meromorphic families, i.e., fxe'3Jlx has a representation/ = g / h with g, he H(U, GK) in some neighborhood U of x e X and h(t) = 0 has codimension ^ 1 at every point for each te K. (Note that this definition is somewhat different from the definition of SRE above.) Then 0^&K^<mK^@K = mKl GK -> 0 is exact, and hence H(X,9Jlx) -* H(X,S>K) maps onto if X is Stein. This is the theorem proven in [13] . Finally consider a sheaf of ideals J on the Stein analytic space (X, G) generated by finitely many cross sections fx, ■■■,fk e H(X, G). Suppose /, e H(X, J) depends continuously (Ck, holomorphically) on a parameter t e M, where M is a locally compact Hausdorff space (C*-manifold, complex manifold); i.e.,/, defines an element g e H(X, J)zE where £ is the Frechet space of continuous (Ck, holomorphic) functions on M with the topology of uniform convergence (uniform convergence for the first k derivatives) on compact subsets of M. (Cf. Proposition 3.1 for the continuous case; the other cases follow similarly.) The (/,) define an exact sequence hence 0 -► Jfz E -> (GEf = GkzE-+J>zE->0 is exact, and by Theorem B, H(X, Gl)k -* H(X, J'zE) maps onto. Thus we can write ft-i it-fj, 1 [May where g't e 77(X, G) are holomorphic depending continuously (Ck, holomorphic) on I. This answers a question raised by Professor Kuranishi.
13. An inverse of the restriction map to a subvariety. In the following let (X, G) be a Stein space and Y a closed subvariety of X. We denote the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions on Y by GY. We want to construct (in a vague sense) a continuous linear right inverse to the restriction map 77(X, G) -> H(Y, GY).
We denote by B(X, G) the Banach space of bounded functions in 77(X, G).
Let Of course, a similar theorem holds also for coherent analytic subsheaves F of Gq, in which case B(X, F) can be defined. We will later represent this inverse map by an integral formula.
14. Counterexamples. The question arises now whether Theorems A and B generalize to the more general situation where £ is only required to be quasicomplete; and if not, what can be said at all in the general case. We will see later that Theorem A holds in the general case while Theorem B does not (but Theorem B holds in a weakened form, namely on holomorphically convex compact sets). Here is a counterexample : Proposition 14.1. Suppose(X,G) is a connected Stein manifold of dimension > 0. Let E be the countable direct sum of copies of C with the topology of the inductive limit (thus E is complete). There is a coherent analytic subsheaf JfofGwithH^X, JfzE) 7¿ 0. (One can in fact prove that H\X,XzE) Ï Ofor any coherent subsheaf X~ of G*).
Proof. Let Y = {a"} be a countable closed discrete sequence in X. We have an exact sequence 0-> ¿T-> O ^> 0r-> 0.
Obviously, the sequence 0->3feE->GeE->GrEE-*0 is exact. But H(X,GzE)-+ H(X,GrzE) cannot be onto since H(X,GzE) = Y.?H(X,G) and H(X,GYzE) = \~[?E; there is no £-valued holomorphic function which has value e" e £ at a", where en has its first n coordinates equal to 1 and the others equal to 0. Thus H\X, JfzE)]¿ 0.
There remains still the question whether Theorem 13.1 can be generalized, i.e. whether there exists an inverse j :H(Y,GY)^> H(X, G). This is certainly false if X is a connected Stein manifold and Y has countably many branches. For then there are gneH(Y,GY), gn¿0,n = 1, -, such that gj-gk = 0 for j ¿ k; j(gn) vanishes only on a nowhere dense subset of X; thus by the Baire category theorem there is a point x e X such that j(g"(x)) # 0, n = 1, -. We may assume j(gn(x)) = 1 ; now g= Eg"eH(Y,GY), but X¡/(f.) does not converge. However, I do not know any counterexample for the case where Y is irreducible, or even a connected submanifold.
15. A generalized TietzeExtension Theorem.In §18wewanttoextendcontinuous functions with values in the dual of a Banach space from a closed subvariety into the ambient space. We will need the following: Lemma 15.1. Let E be a quasi-complete locally convex space which has the property that the compact sets in E are metrisable. Suppose X is a locally compact and paracompact Hausdorff space, and fa continuous E-valuedfunction defined on a closed subset Y of X. Then there is a continuous E-valued function f on X suchthat f\Y=f (2) and (3) are also easily verified.
In the application, E will be the dual of a separable Banach space B considered with the weak topology defined by B. It is easily checked that the weak topology for E defined by any dense subset of B induces the same topology in the closed bounded (hence compact) discs that E does. Hence, B being separable, the closed bounded discs in £ are metrisable.
16. Digression on holomorphic functions. We give now a characterization of holomorphic functions on an analytic space (X, 6) which is similar to the discussion in §4.
Theorem 16.1. Let (X,G) be an analytic space and £ a quasi-complete locally convex space. Suppose f is an E-valued function on X. The following are equivalent:
(1)/is holomorphic, i.e.,feFt(E'c,H(X,G));
(2) 7/X is locally realized as a closed subvariety V of some open neighborhood U of the closure of the unit polycylinder P" in some C", then there is a holomorphic E-valued function fon P" such that f\ V n P" =/| F n P"; (3) f is continuous and </, y> e H(X,G)for each y eE'.
Proof. (1) implies (2) . We have proved this already for the case that £ is a Frechet space. In general, we have to use Theorem 13.1. Let n:B(Vf\P",G) -» 77(P", G") (Gn the sheaf of germs öf holomorphic functions on P") be a continuous linear right inverse to the restriction map H(P", G") -> 77(F n P", G). (2) implies (3) is trivial.
(3) implies (l).feFe(E'c,H(X/éy) by Proposition 3.1,and byassumption,/is in the subspace Ft(E'c,H(X,G)) of Fe(E'c,H(X,<£)).
We will see in §19 that we need not require/to be continuous in (3) of Theorem 16.1.
Theorem 16.2. Let (X, G) be an analytic space and £ a vector space. Suppose a and ß are two quasi-complete locally convex topologies for E which have the same bounded sets. An E-valued function on X is holomorphic for a if and only if it is holomorphic for ß.
Proof. Let Ex resp. Eß be the space £ endowed with the topology a resp. ß. Suppose/is an Ea-valued holomorphic function. In view of (2) in Theorem 16.1, we may assume that X is a polycylinder P" in some C", and that / has a power series expansion (Theorem 4.1)
where {a"} is a bounded set in Ex. Hence {aa} is bounded in Eß and the power series on the right of (16.1) converges to a holomorphic ^-valued function g on P". It remains to be shown that/ = g. Let y be the supremum of the topologies <x and ß. The bounded sets in Ey are the same as in Ex and Eß. Thus the power series on the right of (16.1) converges to an £>,-valued function n on P". Since the injections Ey -* Ex and £y -> Eß are continuous we conclude f(z) = h(z) = g(z) for z e P".
17. Some generalizations. Suppose £is a quasi-complete locally convex space and B a closed bounded disc in £. We denote by EB the subspace of £ generated by B. EB is considered with the topology defined by the norm whose closed unit ball is B. It is known that since B is complete in £, B is also complete in EB and thus EB is a Banach space maps onto, which means that we can find a holomorphic 501-valued function n such that non = (j) (rc :50l-+50l/.i/ the quotient map). Clearly n has the desired property.
As in §18 we have the In fact,/(z) -f(x) e ||t¡z -nx\-(Kc\E). The assertion follows now from the fact that K n E is bounded and r]z is strongly continuous in z (because it is holomorphic).
